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Abstract: 
Closed Brayton Cycles (CBC) can be integrated with many different energy sources, such as heliothermic, 
biomass, geothermal, etc. However, simplified models for the cycle components are required to optimize the 
system in its entirety due to all possible cycle configurations like the use of recuperation, intercooling, 
reheating, etc, together with operating variables such as rate of heat input and its temperature. This work 
discusses, therefore, the development of a surrogate model for a supercritical CO2 CBC with recuperation, 
intercooling and reheating. It can indicate the optimal CBC from an economic point of view under varying 
boundary conditions. The cycle is first optimized for different heat inputs through its operational parameters 
(mass flow, minimum cycle pressure and cycle pressure ratios) and heat exchangers area. Compressor and 
expanders costs are obtained as a function of power while heat exchangers cost is obtained as a function of 
their area and pressure. Each solution is used to train a surrogate model that will act as an approximator for 
the optimized CBC and predict cost based on heat input.  
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1. Introduction 
Population growth, technological and industrial development are linked to increasing demand for energy, 
especially in recent years. The continuous reliance on fossil fuels to meet this demand on a global scale is 
causing negative impacts on the environment, meaning a more robust and sustainable energy matrix is 
necessary. Because of this, many renewable energy sources are being searched and some of them have 
become economically feasible such as wind and photovoltaic thanks to continuous investment in recent 
years. The heliothermic energy, or Concentrating Solar Power (CSP), is one of the first solar technologies to 
demonstrate grid potential and that could effectively reduce carbon dioxide emissions  [1, 2]. That being said, 
the Closed Brayton Cycle (CBC) has been gaining much attention for its efficiency and possible application 
as a CSP Power block  [3–5]. 
A CBC is typically more efficient and has a lower cost per power than more conventional cycles such as 
Rankine and Organic Rankine for heat sources in a temperature range of 600 to 1000°C [6–8]. The CBC 
also favours the construction of plants in arid locations with higher levels of insolation, i.e., no water is 
needed, thus being ideal for power generation with CSP. 
Variations of the closed Brayton cycle using CO2 as working fluid at supercritical condition (S-CO2) are 
usually studied for heliothermic sources. They are dominant in the few works available in the literature on the 
use of CBCs to harness solar thermal energy below 600C [8–12]. This is because the closed Brayton cycle 
with minimum temperature and pressure values near the critical point of the working fluid experience a large 
reduction in compression work, increasing the thermal efficiency of the cycle [13]. The use of CO2 as a 
working fluid stems from the proximity of its critical temperature ( = 31.1°C) to the ambient temperature [9–
11]. 
The compatibility of CBC with heat sources below 600°C is uncertain. Garg et al [14] investigate a 
supercritical Brayton cycle using CO2 with an efficiency potentially greater than 30% even for 820 K (~547°C) 
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sources. Milani et al. [11] evaluated several configurations of a Brayton Cycle using supercritical CO2 as the 
working fluid for a hybridized CSP power source. The optimal configuration has a turbine inlet temperature 
(TIT) of 600°C and can reach a thermal efficiency of 52.7%. Utamura and Tamaura  [9] studied the 
application of a CBC with S-CO2, recuperation and pre-and inter-cooling in solar thermal sources with a TIT 
of up to 577°C. The authors found that the cycle can reach thermal efficiencies of up to 47%. 
A widely explored option to optimize the performance of the closed Brayton cycle is the use of multistage 
(intercooling and/or reheating) compression and expansion plus recuperation. This is a common way to 
increase efficiency and reduce irreversibilities, which can improve the applicability of the cycle at heat source 
temperatures below 600C [15, 16]. In this case, a small pressure ratio enables high thermal efficiency and 
increases the recuperation potential, decreasing the size of the recuperator that would be required for a 
single-stage cycle. 
The use of multistage compression and expansion will require the evaluation of multiple configurations of the 
cycle to determine the optimal or most economically feasible one. The optimization uses input data from the 
available heat source, i.e., inlet temperature and mass flow rate of the heat source fluid, as well as the rate in 
which heat is supplied. However, evaluating all possible configurations for each instance of the decision 
variables, like heat exchanger area, turbine inlet temperature, pressure ratio, etc., in the optimization process 
is computationally expensive. Thus, this work proposes an alternate method of optimization using Surrogates 
to reduce the processing time of the optimal CBC configuration while maintaining convergence to a global 
minimum specific cost value. Surrogate models, also known as metamodels, response surfaces, 
approximation models, etc., map an input-output relationship from data associated with some phenomenon 
to reproduce it in an approximate and often faster way [17, 18]. 
Using metamodels for complex process optimization is common for several engineering disciplines. Urquhart 
et al. [19] investigate the performance of two methods based on the construction of response surfaces for 
the optimization of aerodynamic shapes. Huang et al. [20] propose and study the use of Kriging models to 
perform global optimizations of stochastic systems. Carranza-Abaid et al. [21] created thermodynamically 
consistent Machine Learning-based Surrogate models to represent phase equilibria with multiple 
components. 
In this work, a surrogate is created to replace the overall CBC model, reducing computational time, and 
allowing its use in broader optimization codes. 
 

2. System Description 
2.1. CBC Layout 
Figure 1 displays a schematic of the proposed S-CO2 CBC, while Fig. 2. shows its T-s diagram. The thermal 
and working fluids used are DOWTHERM A (in red) and CO2 (in black), respectively. The optimal 
configuration and operating condition of the CBC varies depending on: (i) thermal fluid inlet temperature 
( ); (ii) thermal fluid mass flow rate ( ̇ ); and (iii) total heat transfer rate ( ̇ =  ̇ , + ̇ , ).  
The working fluid at supercritical pressures goes through the compression process with intercooling (1-4) 
and then to the recuperator (4-5) as a cold stream. In the recuperator its temperature is increased by 
residual heat from the working fluid after expansion process. The CO2 is heated up to turbine inlet 
temperature - TIT (5-6) before entering the re-heated expansion system (6-9) and the recuperator as hot 
stream (9-10). The working fluid is then cooled in (10-1) and returns to the cycle starting point (1). 
The thermal fluid enters the reheaters and the main heat exchanger with the same temperature ( ). 
Different mass flow rates and output temperatures are allowed, which serve as decision variables chosen 
during optimization. The lower and upper boundaries of each global input are shown on Table 1. 
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Figure 1. CBC diagram with supercritical CO2.

Figure 2. T-s diagram of CBC with supercritical CO2.

Table 1. Operating range of the CBC input parameters.
Lower boundary Upper boundary

200°C 390°Ċ 100 kg/s 200 kg/ṡ 100 kW 50000 kW
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3. Thermodynamic Modelling 
All components were modelled in a permanent regime, disregarding kinetic and potential energy effects and 
pressure drop in heat exchangers and piping. Table 2 presents the fixed parameters considered in the 
calculation of the thermodynamic states for CBC [22–24]. 
 

Table 2.  Fixed parameters used to model CBC. 
 Description Value 

,  Isentropic Compressor Efficiency 85% 

,  Isentropic Turbine Efficiency 85% 

 Generator Efficiency 95% 

 Cooling Water inlet temperature 35°C 

 Cooling Water outlet temperature 42.55°C 

/  Overall heat transfer coefficient (gas/gas) 47.5 /( ∙ ) 

/  Overall heat transfer coefficient (gas/water) 177.5 /( ∙ ) 

/  Overall heat transfer coefficient (gas/oil) 274.5 /( ∙ ) 
 
The isentropic efficiencies of the compressor ( , ) and turbine ( , ) are calculated according to 
Eqs. (1) - (2), respectively. Their energy balances are represented by Eqs. (3) - (4). The energy balance of 
the recuperator is presented by Eq. (5) and assumes no heat losses to the environment. 
 , =   =      (1) 

, =   =       (2) ̇ , = ̇ (ℎ − ℎ ) (3) ̇ , = ̇ (ℎ − ℎ ) (4) ̇ (ℎ − ℎ ) =  ̇ (ℎ − ℎ ) (5) 

 
Equations (6) - (7) show the energy balances of the cycle remaining heat exchangers. 
 ̇ (ℎ −  ℎ ) =  ̇ ℎ − ℎ  (6) ̇ (ℎ −  ℎ ) =  ̇ (ℎ − ℎ ) (7) 

 
Liquid electric power ( ̇ ) and cycle total efficiency ( ) are given by Eqs. (8) – (10). 
 ̇ = ∑ ̇ , − ∑ ̇ ,   (8) ̇ , = ̇  (9) = ̇ ,̇   (10) 

 
Equations (11) – (13) are used to calculate the area for each heat exchanger present in the cycle. 
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 ∆ =  −∆ = −   (11) ∆ = (∆ − ∆ )/ (∆ /∆ ) (12) =  ̇ ∙∆   (13) 

 
Most of the working fluid’s thermodynamic properties were calculated through the use of CoolProp, a module 
dedicated to the calculation of thermodynamic states, and TesPy, a thermodynamic cycle simulation toolkit 
that was used to model the different components of the proposed CBC configuration [25, 26]. 

4. Economic Models 
According to the literature, there are many different methods to estimate the acquisition cost of industrial 
equipment  [27, 28]. The cost estimates in this work came from Eq. (14) of exponential cost of Bejan et 
al. [27]. Cost data from Peters et al. [28] for a centrifugal compressor, axial turbine and double-pipe and U-
tube heat exchangers was used to adjust the equation. 
 =   (14) 

 
Equation (14) indicates the equipment acquisition cost ( ) using reference values for equipment size ( ) 
and cost ( ), the current size parameter ( ) and an adjustable exponent ( ). The ratio between  
(Chemical Engineering Plant Cost Index) and  serves as a correction factor for the cost of 
equipment in years other than the base year, which in this case is the year 2021 with = 607.5.  
The total acquisition cost of CBC encompassing compression and expansion systems, is obtained by 
summing their respective individual equipment costs. 
Table 3 displays the cost parameters of compressors and turbines used in the CBC. The heat exchangers 
acquisition cost varies according to the thermal load, operating pressure, and area. Tables 4 - 5 present the 
operational ranges in which each heat exchanger type has the lowest cost per area [27, 28]. 

 
Table 3.  Cost estimation parameters for compression and expansion equipment. 

Equipment Size Parameter Reference Size Reference Cost [$]  

Axial Turbine Electric Power 10 kWe 16955.23 0.611 

Centrifugue Compressor Electric Power 100 kWe 105240.35 0.943 
 

Table 4.  General cost estimation parameters for heat exchangers. 
Type Exchanger Area [m²] Size Parameter Reference Size [m²]  

Double-Pipe 0.25 – 20 Exchanger Area [m²] 0.25 0.063 

U-Tube 20 – 1000 Exchanger Area [m²] 20 0.479 
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Table 5.  Operating conditions and reference cost for heat exchangers. 
Type Pressure Range [MPa] Reference Cost [$] 

Double-Pipe 

10 – 20 2321.89 

20 – 30 3605.73 

30 – 40 5494.36 

U-Tube 

10 - 20 9831.35 

20 – 30 10591.46 

30 - 40 11015.60 
 
The cheapest heat exchangers were investigated and selected based on cost data from Peters et al. [28]. 
Figure 3 compares the specific cost curves of the cheapest exchangers with an operational pressure from 
0.1 to 5 MPa. The plate exchangers (Welded and Gasketed Plate) have the lowest specific cost. However, 
their operating pressure limit goes up to 2.5 MPa, thus, in operating pressures above this value, Double-Pipe 
and U-Tube exchangers may be required. 
 

 
Figure 3.  Specific cost curves comparison of different types of heat exchangers with operating pressure 

between 0.1 – 5 MPa. 

 

5. CBC Optimization 
The optimal cycle considered in this work is the one that has the greatest energy output for the lowest 
acquisition cost for its given heat input. Therefore, the CBCs objective function to be minimized is its specific 
cost, as per Eq. (15). 
 min , = ̇ ,   (15) 

 
The optimizations were performed using Particle Swarm Optimization, implemented through the Pygmo 
library in Python, developing 50 individuals over a course of 30 generations [29, 30]. To facilitate data 
transfer between the power plant simulation in TESPy and the optimization a dedicated API was developed 
based on the work of Chen et al. [31] and made available in the most recent version of the software [32]. 
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Many decision variables with general boundaries have been initially considered in the optimization process, 
such as working fluid mass flow rate, minimum cycle pressure, compression and expansion pressure ratios, 
thermal fluid split value between the heater and reheater, minimum temperature difference in the recuperator, 
main heater, and cooler, etc. To restrict their boundaries, 25 runs resulting in 25 champions have been 
performed and each of the decision variables was plotted against the obtained objective function values. The 
variables whose variation was of no consequence to the final result were set to a specific value. The final set 
of decision variables can be found in Table 6. 

 
Table 6.  Decision variables considered. 

Decision Variable Description Value Interval 

 Minimum cycle pressure 10.1 – 13.0 MPa ∆  Total cycle pressure variation 2.0 – 8.0 MPa ̇  CO2 mass flow rate 100.0 – 350.0 kg/s ∆  Minimum Reheater temperature difference 3.0-20.0 ºC 

 Thermal fluid mass flow rate fractions 0 - 1 

 Compression system intermediate pressures  -  MPa 

 Expansion system intermediate pressures  -  MPa 

 

6. Surrogate Model Development 
This work used Scikit-Learn, one of the most used Machine Learning (ML) libraries in Python  [33], to build 
the CBCs response surface. This approach used a supervised learning model with offline training. 
Unsupervised learning was implemented for dimensionality reduction of each model training set [34–36]. A 
regression model was trained on the champion population obtained as a result of the optimization process to 
predict the value of optimum specific cost for a given set of input variables.  
Dimensionality reduction was performed using a Stratified Latin Hypercube (LHS) with CenterMaximin from 
the PyDOE2 library in Python which is a widely used technique in surrogate modelling [17, 37–39]. LHS is, 
by itself, used to generate smaller data sets with more information. CenterMaximin is a stratification criterion 
that allows LHS to further spread out those samples within their data regions [18, 37]. 
The surrogate was built using linear regression with a polynomial and a normalizing pre-processing step. 
These steps highlights trends and relationships in the data previously unknown to the ML model, augmenting 
their capacity [36, 40, 41]. The model was validated using Cross-Validation [17, 18, 36] which allows the 
exploration of the entire data set for both training and validation, through the use of an R² score. 
 

7. Results and Discussion 
7.1. Optimization Results 
A total of 832 champions were obtained through the optimization process with an average of 8 
champions/hour while using an Intel Core i7 processor computer with 16 GB of RAM memory and 8 logic 
cores. Although the champions are not always guaranteed to be global optima, they can still be used to 
verify the thermodynamic consistency of the developed objective function. As shown in Figure 4, the 
obtained values of specific cost tend to decrease with greater values of thermal input to the cycle, when 
considering a constant average heat source temperature of 200° . Figure 5 highlights that the optimum cycle 
efficiency tends to increase with a higher average heat source temperature, considering a constant Heat 
input of 20000 , as was to be expected. 
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Figure 4.  Specific cost versus CBC heat input, considering an average heat source temperature at 200°C. 

 

 
Figure 5.  Optimum cycle efficiency versus heat source average temperature, considering a heat input of 

20000 kW. 

 
7.2. Surrogate Results 
The most informative input format for training the Surrogate model was shown to be a combination of the 
original input variables ( , ̇  and ̇ ) and implicit variables, calculated considering that the heat fluid 
possesses a constant pressure of = 10.49 , such as outlet thermal fluid temperature ( ) and the 
arithmetic average of the heat source temperature ( ). Figure 6 is a correlation plot of each set of values for 
the mentioned variables and their respective optimal specific cost. 
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Figure 6.  Correlation and distribution plot between Thermal fluid input variables (mass flow rate, input 
temperature, heat input, output temperature and average temperature) and optimum CBC specific cost.  

 
Using variables with a clear relationship to the objective tend to improve the final cross-validation score of 
the model [34, 36]. 
The regression Model in question is of the second degree and utilizes a normalizing pre-processing feature 
from Scikit-Learn to allow for a model with a higher R². All champions have been used to train the model, 
with its final cross-validation score being = 0.9911 ± 0.0022. Figures 7(a) and (b) display the residuals 
and prediction versus real value plots for the trained model when predicting its training set, respectively. 
While the model has a precision score of 99.11%, there is still an amount of residual error that varies in its 
majority between (−150, 50) $/ . The model took approximately 0.004  to predict the specific cost of 832 
different sets of input variables. 
 

 
(a)                                                                                 (b) 

Figure 7.  Surrogate model (a) specific cost prediction residual plot, (b) specific cost prediction versus real 
values plot. 
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The created surrogate model is shown to be much faster to determine the optimum minimal specific cost of 
the CBC than the optimization method, at a very low precision cost, even though it only utilized 832 
Champions to be created. The method presented in this work allowed for the creation of a deployable 
representation of the proposed Thermodynamic cycle that, while in this case was used to investigate the 
minimal specific cost, could also be used to evaluate other parameters of interest, such as number of 
intercoolers/reheaters, maximum cycle pressure, etc. as a function of a set of input variables. 
It should be noted that an interesting application would be to use the model to perform a preliminary 
evaluation of the solution space for optimum CBC configuration and then perform a single optimization on 
the region most inclined to contain the minimum. This way the global solution space can be more thoroughly 
investigated at a very low computational burden. It should also be brought to attention that optimum CBC 
configurations can have a typical specific cost ranging from 600 to 1400 $/  under the proposed ranges of 
input variables. Therefore, the closed Brayton cycle with Heat input from a low temperature source might be 
economically feasible given the right conditions. 
 

8. Conclusion 
The present work has shown that it is possible to create estimators that can allow for precise evaluations of a 
supercritical CBC using intercooling, reheating and a recuperator. First, the proposed cycle was optimized for 
multiple combinations of input variables, i.e. thermal fluid input temperature, mass flow rate and exchanged 
heat, so as to minimize the cycle’s specific cost. After 832 champions were acquired, they were used to train 
a surrogate model that predicts optimum specific cost for the CBC based on a set of input variables. The 
difference in time between the optimization and the evaluation through the surrogate model on the specified 
machine is in the order of 10 . With a 99.11% cross-validation score, it can be considered as a viable 
estimator for the supercritical CBC. 
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